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Elfrida Pedersen Collection
By Clinton M. Hyde
Elfrida Jensen, born September 13, 1886, in Horsens,
Denmark, came to Seattle with her parents ca. 1904. Within a
short time she had a role in a Danish play presented by the
Danish Young Peoples Society "Dagmar". Her association with
this Danish Dramatic Club (later called Harmonien) lasted a
lifetime. Besides playing the lead roles in many Danish plays,
"Frida", as she became called, wrote and adapted scripts,
wrote songs and poems in Danish and English for the stage in
Washington Hall in Seattle and for parties and wedding
anniversaries.
For a little overview of Harmonien's history, here is a
translation from the Danish Text in the program printed for
Harmonien's 50th Anniversary in 1961. Elfrida Pedersen seems
to have done most of the work on this history. The text is as
follows :
"Before Harmonien was started the Danish Young Peoples
Society and members of the Danish Brotherhood and Sisterhood presented plays in Seattle. Many of the presentations
took place in different places in the city, until our own
Washington Hall opened its door for Danish organizations
(Washington Hall is located at 14th and Fir Street in
Seattle, built in 1908). There was great disappointment
when the building was opened, since there was not anything that resembled a stage, and the lights were not even
in working order. The reason was that at that time the professional theater had enough power to create building laws
which hindered amateur groups from building and thus
using a stage. If our wise fathers had known that the stage
would come to play such an important role in the renting
out of the building, there is no doubt that the stage would
have been built from the start, even if it had cost a lot. The
reason for founding Harmonien was, of course, the constant borrowing and changing of scenery and props for the
stage. The lodge thought that one set of scenery was
enough, and that was the end of the matter. Dissatisfaction
with not being heard and at the same time bad results with
the performance of "Haandvaerkernes Fest" on February 13,
1911, led to the foundation of a club for the purpose of
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occasional theatrical pieces and the preservation of the
Danish language. The club Harmonien began September 8,
1911 , and has changed neither name nor purpose over the
years.
" The first play , " En S¢ndag paa Amager", was a success
for the new club and cleared the way for about 70 plays,
revues and concerts which Harmonien has presented in the
last 50 years.
"The third play was presented for the benefit of the
Brotherhood , just as another one was played to help on
Seattle's gift to the San Francisco Exhibition ; both provided
a rather good profit.
" During the first years of Harmonien's existence the profits from plays were very low and sometimes it fell upon
the members to pay for the loss, since there was not
enough in the treasury; but there was a good spirit, and this
was the actual founder of the club . Thus we can look back
on the past 50 years and even if the work of putting on the
many plays was not always just for fun , it was the case
most of the time that the work for the benefit of some
cause and that kept us going.
" During the years 1917-19 there was talk of building a
church and for that cause we presented five plays: "Pibermand i Knibe", "Slaegtningene" , " I Pensionatet", " Jomfruen", and "Den Tredje", all of which turned out good
results .
" In 1920 the club took part in Genforeningsfesten (celebration of the reunion of Southern Jutland with Denmark).
" There were many who wanted to become members of
Harmonien ; thus there was called a meeting on June 28,
1921, where it was decided to accept members for social
reasons and the addition to the name Harmonien was
made: Dansk selskabelig or dramatisk Klub (Danish Social
and Dramatic Club). The club worked with body and soul
and for the purpose of gathering Danish speaking men and
women around the ideal of our nationality's concept of
social life and culture. The club soon had many good
members, committees were set up; one for arrangements,
one for dramatic work , plus a director for the stage. Each
one did his part and soon the first play was ready .
" Over a period of three years six presentations were for
the benefit of "Hjaelpekasserne" (Health insurance) and
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during the best times considerable sums were given to the
D.B.S. (Danish Brotherhood) and D .S.S. (Danish Sisterhood)
Hjaelpekasse (Health insurance) .
" Then came the idea of an old people's home and the
Club did its best to support the cause. From 1924 to 1931
all the plays were for the benefit of the old people's home,
but during the hard times it was necessary to share the
profits with Hjaelpekassen, which was in dire need .
"In 1930 a jubilee fest was arranged in honor of H .C.
Andersen and Harmonien took part in the program to
support the Olympic Games in Los Angeles .
" As time passed there was a desire to put on bigger
pieces which resulted in the presentation of plays like
" Rasmines Bryllup", " Det gr¢nne Haab", " N¢ddebo praestegaard", Min egen Dreng", and " Jeppe paa Bjerget".
In its best days (1920's and 30's) Harmonien is reported to
have packed Washington Hall with 500 to 800 people and one
could attend three to four different plays and revues in
Danish within one year. Adding these activities to the regular
meetings of the Brotherhood and Sisterhood and the Danish
Church one gets the image of humming activity surrounding
Washington Hall. It was there that friendships and marriages
were founded. A Danish business man could easily advertise
for laborers at the Hall.
Much of this is revealed in the texts of songs written for
Harmonien's many New Year's revues . This poetry, much of it
written by Frida, is a popular genre in Denmark even today;
the occasional poem or " lejlighedsd igt" . They reveal biographical and historical information in the Danish colony.
For example, Elfrida was proposed marriage by Hans
Pedersen back stage during the 1915 performance of
" Valbygaasen". Immanuel Jensen received the nickname
"Bryggeren" (Brewer) because he worked and drank in a
brewery. " Little Albert" is a reference to Albert Odgaard .
There were numerous outings for which poems or songs were
written .
Elfrida Pedersen collected all of Harmonien's program s and
songsheets. These are preserved along with photographs of
some performances in the Archives and Manuscripts
Department at the University of Washington . There are ca. 15
photos, 125 occasional poems and songs (many of them
printed) covering the years 1904-1953 and 108 programs of
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Harmonien's performances from the same period.
In the first play by Harmonien, "En S~ndag paa Amager",
November, 1911, Elfrida Jensen played opposite her husband
to be, Hans Pedersen . For Harmonien's 25th anniversary in
1936 Elfrida's good friend Greta Petersen, played the same
role and Greta's daughter, Mrs. Greta Larsen, repeated the
performance for their 50th anniversary. Greta Larsen's
daughter Lori, who has studied in Denmark and who is now a
professional actress, hopes to take the same role at the 75th
anniversary celebration in 1986.

Clinton M. Hyde, though not of Danish descent, has been active in the compilation and translation of Danish records at the University of Washington Library's
Scandinavian Archives. He has studied Danish at the University of Copenhagen
and has taught elemental Danish in the Scandinavian Department at the University
of Washington. He resides in Seattle and presently teaches two evening classes
under the auspices of the Dan Ed Committee.
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